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Address voltwerk electronics GmbH Ein Unternehmen der Conergy Gruppe 
Anckelmannsplatz 1 
20537 Hamburg

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
voltwerk electronics GmbH develops highly-efficient components for photovoltaic systems and offers a unique product portfolio: Voltwerk is a
successful manufacturer of photovoltaic string and central inverters, monitoring software and tracking systems. Voltwerk stands for technical
innovation, intelligent solutions and proven quality „designed and made in Germany”. Efficiency, service and user-friendliness are the prominent
performance features which make Voltwerk stand out and play a decisive role in the success of our products. High demands for quality in development
and manufacturing at Voltwerk have led to award-winning products and installations of over 500 MW environmentally-friendly electricity. Voltwerk – the
ideal partner for wholesalers and project developers.
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